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REMUNERATION PLANNING
Remuneration Planning Reports produces information on the industry
comparison & package while Remuneration Planning Audit is to audit and/or
control to the package and benefits reimbursement.
This module enables a company to manage sophisticated compensation and
benefit structures, and is specifically linked to several point systems such as
the Hay or Moses evaluation system, with the added facility to conduct a
“what-if” analysis.
Unlimited Salary Components
The function allows remuneration planners to construct salary packages for
employees showing actual costs of package components and total benefit of
the package to an employee.
It allows unlimited number and variety of salary-package components to be
implemented into employee remuneration including motor vehicle,
insurances, bonuses, incentive plans, housing subsidies, company loans,
super-annuation, dependant benefits, etc.
Forecasting through Data Analysis
The area of Forecasting deals with the detailed analysis of present
remuneration versus desired remuneration and is looked at in three areas.
The Survey Data to Structure Analysis feature allows comparison of external
(or internal) survey data to present structure to occur.
Data Analysis feature allows survey data to be assessed for movements and
changes from previous years etc. against the present structure.
Grade Analysis feature allows present structures to be reviewed for grade
fluctuation for all positions contained in the structure.
Structure Analysis feature allows full examination of relationships between
previous positions and structure to the planned structure and creates
percentage structures to meet organizational calculation requirements, eg.
mid-point plus or minus 20%.
Forecast Analysis allows modeling on a “what if” situation for individual or
group salaries against pre-set performance limits applied in remuneration
terms.

The What-If Analysis is used to assess anomalies of either present
performance to remuneration or proposed remuneration to position
structure.
Salary Packaging
After completion of “what if” manipulation, it enables the authorized user to
provide electronic and hard copy structures, forms and forecast information
for higher review and approval, and implement the new policy either across
the board, for a specific unit, specific classification / award or individual
person.
On final approval, it allows immediate updating of salary and allowances
data from Personnel Admin module with a future start-date and/or ending
date

Salary Packaging screen

Record Industry Comparison accommodates industry benchmarking in
maintaining salary package defaults, salary range, survey result data input,
position allowance, Hay Policy Line, salary rating, and forecasting analysis
survey.
The Process Salary Packages is to establish remuneration package modeling,
package top down, package bottom up, and the salary package difference.
The Manage Benefits is to maintain the related factors of benefits
entitlement, reimbursement, and employee education benefit claims.
The View Benefits / Salary Packages enable to display the package, benefits,
and benefits entitlement and reimbursement.

